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monthly-utilities-bill industry is booming and will grow even larger in the next decade. Consumers
love the fact that it's easy to pay utilities with Apple, Google, and Samsung Pay, and operators like

Intrado, X and Just Energy love the fact that their apps for their mobile products are integrated
into a fully featured app. The more attractive a mobile app is to consumers the more likely they

are to use it and pay with it. But the industry is being rocked by a new startup today that is
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boasting nearly 10,000 merchants and a customer base of 100 million in 19 countries across
Africa, Europe, Middle East and Asia. Jangid has developed a new business model for mobile

payments by using artificial intelligence and machine learning to enable retailers to offer
merchants a unique way to profit without investing in traditional card systems. The company's

mobile platform has been used by merchants to offer in-store and online merchants the ability to
offer consumers a unique product that goes beyond the current mobile payments apps. WhatUnits

is the first platform for mobile payments to combine usage tracking analytics with machine
learning to discover the unique business model. With this model, they're able to offer merchants a

free mobile payments app for phones and tablets.
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